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ABSTRACT1
Statistical data account for a very large proportion of data
published on open data platforms. is category of data are which
are oen of high quality, value and public interest; are gradually
being published as 5-star linked open statistical data or data cubes
(LOSD) for easy integration and cross-border comparability.
However, publishing open data as linked data (i.e. graph oriented)
signiﬁcantly increases the technical skill requirements for enduser consumption. We address this problem by mediating the
exploration and analysis of LOSD published on open data
platforms through the use of data stories. Aer providing the
requisite background information on LOSD, we identiﬁed data
story paerns from extant literature and show how these paerns
can be employed in analysing LOSD. Subsequently, we provide a
case study to illustrate the use of these data story paerns as an
end-user domain-speciﬁc language to explore and analyse LOSD.
We argue that using data stories for exploring and analysing on
open data platforms has the potential to signiﬁcantly increase the
adoption and use of (linked) open data.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is wide acknowledgement of the wide availability of open
data on open government data portals and portals maintained by
international organizations such as the World Bank. However,
there is equally growing consensus that the use of these datasets
are still relatively limited [24]. Some of the identified barriers
include low data literacy, poor data and metadata quality non
user-friendliness of portals. In addition, current generation of
open data platforms generally provide limited support for data
analysis and sense-making to ordinary or non-technical end-users
[25].
Lately, ideas for extending open data platform with data story
features have been considered. According to [4], open data
platforms with support for data storytelling are required to among
other things support the discovery of relevant data, provide
assistance in wrangling data and support the generation of
insights from stories. To enable the generation of insights from
data published on open data platforms, tools for data analysis and
visualisations are required.
Recent studies such as [26] also show that both small and large
newsrooms are employing data story telling using publicly
available data including open data in their data journalism
practices. However, apart from [4], we are unaware of
investigations linking data stories with data published on open
data platform. We address this gap in this paper by examining
how data stories can be used to mediate the use of linked open
statistical data available on open data platforms.
Statistical data are oen high quality data due to the relatively
mature data practices in national or regional statistical
institutions. In addition, this category of data are of high public
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interest. For instance in Ireland, statistical data comprise 49%
(4358 datasets) out of the currently published 8810 datasets on
data.gov.ie. ese datasets have also been viewed over 70,912
times. Increasingly, statistical data are published in linked data
(LOSD) formats with speciﬁc shared vocabularies to facilitate the
integration with other datasets and also cross-border
comparability (e.g. with the European Union). However, while
linked data formats are considered the holy-grail (so-called 5-star
data), they signiﬁcantly raise the barrier to access and
understandability for both ordinary users and in fact traditional
web developers [32]. us, we consider mediating the
consumption and exploration of LOSD through mechanisms
including data storytelling compelling and necessary for
widespread use of this category of high-quality dataset.
e rest of this paper provides some background to LOSD and
data storytelling before presenting a framework which aligns data
story paerns to LOSD (or RDF Cube) operations.

living on the same street (predicate – property of their
relationship).

2.2. Linked Statistical Data
Linked Statistical Data can be defined as statistical data published
on the Web following Linked Data principles. To publish reliable
linked statistical data, the process includes:
 Reﬁning Data – checking for misspelling, empty ﬁelds,
redundant whitespaces
 Data Transformation – from structural ﬁles into RDF
 Deﬁning the RDF Structure – developing structural data
models based on ontologies and vocabularies
 Designing URI – preparation of URI scheme
 Creation of metadata – background information about
the data.
Publishing government agency data following Linked Data
principles enables cross-agency data integration based on agreed
semantic standards and assets. Such interlinked volume of open
government data provide beer support for beer decision/policy
making, beer service delivery, joined-up thinking across
government.
e Data Cube Vocabulary presented in [33] provides the
concepts for describing and representing Linked Open Statistical
Data as multi-dimensional data model. e vocabulary is based on
SDMX ISO standard describing rules of statistical data exchange.
e Data Cube Vocabulary is based on the following RDF
vocabularies:
 SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) for
concept schemes
 SCOVO (Statistical Core Vocabulary) for core statistical
structures
 Dublin Core Terms for metadata
 VoiD (Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets) for data access
 FOAF for agents
 ORG for organizations
However, while standard Web technologies such as HTTP,
RDF and URIs and standard vocabularies such as RDF data cube,
SKOS and XKOS are used for LOSD publishing, diﬀerent portals
oen adopt diﬀerent practices for using these standards [32].
According to the same source, diﬀerent practices are oen
adopted for the deﬁnition of popular measures and popular
dimension (i.e. time, geography) along with their code lists. is
implies the needs for government-wide standardisation and
agreement on these semantic assets and related practices.

2. LINKED OPEN STATISTICAL DATA
2.1. Linked Data
Linked Data in general is a way of publishing structured data
across the Web, which allows interlinking resources between each
other. Such approach allow integrating data from different
sources into one big network of related records. When a user looks
for data from a specific field he/she has to browse pages one after
another trying to explore all data possible [13]. Even if there is
automated process of data search it relies on APIs provided by
each data center, what conducts slicing the Web into separate data
silos[3]. This problem is addressed with Tim Berners-Lee’s
concept of standardizing Web technologies to allow generating
links between resources on level of data. Such connection between
data sources allow automatic crawling and retrieving all of the
possible data interesting for user without a need to browse by
himself/herself. The guideline for such practices is called Linked
Data Principles[19]: 1) use URIs(2) as names for things, 2) use
HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names; 3) when
someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using
standards (RDF, SPARQL) and 4) include links to other URIs, so
that users can discover more things.
e whole idea of Linked Data is based on RDF (Resource
Description Framework). Based on [30] design goals were as it
states: having a simple data model; having formal semantics and
provable inference; using an extensible URI-based vocabulary;
using an XML-based syntax; supporting use of XML schema
datatypes; allowing anyone to make statements about any
resource.
Any RDF expression is expressed as a collection of triples
:subject, predicate and object. A group of such triples is called a
RDF Graph – each subject point out to object based on a given
predicate (property of relationship). For example RDF triples can
represent two families (subject and object) which are neighbours

2.3. Application of Linked Open Statistical Data
Linked Open Statistical Data allow exploration across interlinked
data instead of getting data by browsing each data source
manually. The rest of the section describes recent research about
LOSD analysis and visualizations.
Authors of [22] examine usage of LOSD for urban-policy
making. Oﬃcials, who are responsible for their speciﬁc sectors,

2 Unified Resource Identifier – identifier of the resource
compatible with given scheme
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while creating policies they might not fully understand problems
and issues of other sectors. Such misunderstanding when the
policy has been applied can exacerbate the problem rather than
solving it. LOSD is used to create shared knowledge and
understanding. What is more, analysis and visualisations made
with Linked Data help policy-making group to develop shared
view of the problem.
Given that LOSD may too complex for regular open data
platform users, researchers are motivated to create easy-to-use
tools for visualizations of Linked Data. Authors of [23] created a
number of tools including a prototype visualizer called
“LODViewer”, which allows to illustrate how diﬀerent RDF
sources including SPARQL endpoints. Implementation was based
on LDVM (Linked Data Visualization Model) proposed in paper
[5], which supports visualisations, analytical operation on Linked
Data. By implementing the tool in JavaScript LODViewer. e
complexity of using the tools is reduced it is easier ease-of-use
pilot concept to encourage normal people to gain more interest in
Semantic Web and the idea of Linked Data
RDF graph generated as an output of a given query is illegible
due to the amount of connections and lack of organization.
Authors of [16] propose an approach to make the graph more
reader-friendly by three steps:
 Graph simpliﬁcation (reduce redundancy)
 Triple ranking (triples sorting sourced from discrete
levels of knowledge)
 Property selection (customize graph making it
compatible with your interests)
ose operations assumes that RDF data can be described as
knowledge units, on which statistical calculations can be held to
deliver easy-to-understand graph to users. Graph representation
of data might be diﬃcult for end-users to retrieve knowledge
from. it – that is why simplicity of those graphs is required to
make understanding as user-friendly as possible.
Complexity of Linked Data processing is the biggest issue with
end users. Authors of [35] propose decomposition of complex
Linked Data technology into small widgets, which might be
connected with each other, doing simple tasks. Such environment
will eliminate necessity of technical expertise in Linked Data –
simple operations will allow end-users to create applications
satisfying their needs. Whole research is based on Linked Widgets
– single purpose program that operates on Linked Data. ey
deﬁne three categories of such widgets:
 Data widgets – data providers for other widget types
(processes data to required format)
 View widgets – produces visualizations as an output
based on given parameters
 Process widgets – provides required processing of the
data (ﬁltering, merging, etc.)
Such platform conducts user-friendly environment for
exploring Open Government Data without need of technical
expertise in data processing.
Linked Open Statistical Data might also be used as a support
in public administration [15]. Examples describing the utility of
LOSD in government data:
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e Flemish Government - Comparison of pollution
levels between regions and companies will give citizens
information what are emission of pollutants, which may
conduct creating beer policies solving problem with
pollution
 e Estonian - Ministry of Economic Aﬀairs - Portal with
detailed information about nearby area will ease search
for such knowledge through many websites. Citizens
interested in speciﬁc information about area, in which
they live/to which they move in, will be found on one
portal.
 e Greek Ministry of Interior
Usage of LOSD allows simpliﬁcation of management
process of vehicles monitored by mentioned ministry.
Datasets describing status and needs comes from
diﬀerent sources and have to streamlined to make it
easier for logistics staﬀ to manage their ﬂeet in more
eﬃcient way.
 e Irish Marine Institute
In Ireland due to diverse coastline there many search and
rescue operations held every year. Historical data about
such situations may allow search and rescue staﬀ to
detect key areas, in which missing people might be
found, on speciﬁc section of coastline. e system will
visualize historical data on a map to reduce operational
time of operations – search and rescue staﬀ know where
to look ﬁrst.
 e Lithuanian Ministry of Economy
Entrepreneurs from Lithuania would need to know about
investment opportunities across country. ey need to
know about if they interesting location has any potential.
Geing such information is time- and resourceconsuming process. Creating a portal with all
information entrepreneurs need will simplify business
expansion process.
 UK Traﬀord Council
Using LOSD in Job Centres management process will
allow easier handling of people logistics (allow people
from diﬀerent Job Centres ﬁnd job easier) – showing
where are greater needs for employees. at can be also
held without LOSD but it will consume a lot of time
resources of diﬀerent Job Centres. Applying LOSD in
that process reduces cost and increase performance to
make citizen get served faster.
With increasing amount of information being processed, data
mining becomes indispensable. Research paper [28] propose a
framework to implement data mining into LOSD. ey developed
RapidMiner extension compatible with Linked Data. Such
platform can be used form:
 Text Classiﬁcation – extraction of events from
Wikipedia, detecting emergency situation based on
Tweets.
 Explaining Statistics – providing background knowledge
for statistical operations.
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Linked data mining deliver many opportunities but also many
challenges to deal with (for example: variety of data
representations). LOSD in data mining might be described as
background knowledge provider to enrich experience and
understanding of given situation.

3. ANALYSING LOSD

database system without additional server deployment. Authors
of [8] propose approach to perform OLAP exploration methods
based on User Deﬁned Functions (UDFs). In performance
comparison between traditional approach and UDF-based one
results presents that UDF require only one or two accesses to data
comparing to access to data on each aggregation required by SQLbased approach.

3.1. OLAP Data Model

3.2. Examples of OLAP Data Model

Every company produces uncountable amount of data about their
actions (transactions, sales, marketing, etc.). That data stored in
databases is analysed to detect patterns and errors in past
operations in order to prevent repeating mistakes and support
decisions for future actions. Data warehousing and On-line
analytical processing are the most crucial elements in system
backing up decision making. Data warehouses store past
operational data, which allow to detect patterns and trends (for
example: in sales), and OLAP technologies provide tools for
analysing large quantities of information. [20].
Formulated by [9] OLAP analysis are applied to business
analysis to detect anomalies in multidimensional dataset storing
all the information about business operations. Data is organised
as a set of dimensions (as column names in database table), facts
and measures (numerical values), with which set of dimensions is
related creating a meaning to exposed number. Such data
organisation method might be too complicated to analyse as a
whole. at is why, OLAP multidimensional model allow several
operations simplifying data exploration and reducing of its’
complexity[7]:
 Roll-up – reviewing data on diﬀerent levels of
granularity
 Drill-down – dimensions inspected at lower hierarchy
levels
 Slice – extracting data with one limited dimension.
 Dice – limiting multiple dimensions and extracting
“subcube”.
 Pivot – rearranging data based multi-dimensional
aggregation
On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) is about exploration of
multidimensional data cube and discovering interesting data
paerns and anomalies. Such exploration is handled by ﬁltering
one or more dimensions to create diﬀerent presentations of data.
However, authors of [18] claim that traditional OLAP operations
do not allow to discover all important paerns possible. ey
propose possibility of new dimension aggregation and applying it
into existing multidimensional data. ose summarisations can be
speciﬁed by a user and transformed in a form of a new dimension
reusable with the already existing ones. Such application of OLAP
exploration and multidimensional analysis conducts strength and
power proved on industrial example (telecommunication
company’s customer buying habits).
Application of OLAP analysis into existing DBMS systems
require deploying additional server, which generates additional
analysis costs – data extraction time, maintenance costs.
However, there is a way of adding OLAP analysis to existing

Researchers extend basic conceptual multidimensional model
presented by [12] in search of bigger flexibility or better
performance to satisfy bigger requirements of developing world
of decision-making systems. In this section several examples of
different approaches on OLAP data models will be described.
In the OLAP analysis systems multidimensional data is
modelled based on current implementation OLAP server and data
warehouse (relational – ROLAP or multidimensional – MOLAP).
Such approach requires taking into the consideration physical
organisation of data instead of considering only a logical layer.
Authors of [6] propose a systemic method on describing logical
part of data not bearing in mind how data is stored. Investigation
starts with creation of E-R scheme describing a relational
database. In that E-R diagram researchers try to discover all facts
and dimensions possible, based on which the E-R scheme is
restructured to present detected facts and dimension in more
visible way.
In [34] proposal of data cube model and simple algebra
supporting provided model is presented. Such approach is claimed
to work as basis for future data cube implementations. In
presented algebra researchers made assumed that all deﬁned
operators have to perform as good on data cubes as relational
operators on relational structures. Proposed operators can be
described as followed:
 Restriction – restraining one or more.
 Rename – change aribute name to prevent duplication.
 Cubic product – creation of link between two cubes.
 Metric projection – limitation of output data.
 Diﬀerence – detection of diﬀerences between two cubes.
 Aggregation
 Force – transformation of dimension into measures.
 Extract – transformation of measure to dimension.
Authors of presented claim that their algebra has the same level
of expressivity as relational one and is closed (all operations on
data cubes can be expressed using provided operators). Such
approach provide simple algebra applicable as a foundation for
future extension of presented research.
Conventional OLAP data model approach does not
diﬀerentiate information about classiﬁers and characterizers. In
[1] researchers propose object-oriented treatment of
multidimensional cube. CubeStar in comparison to normal
concept of OLAP data model points out drawback mentioned
previous in paragraph. Basic structure in proposed concept is
Multidimesional Object (MO), which also allow to perform OLAP
operations changing property of object:
 Drill-down/Roll-up – change of granularity
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Authors of [14] defined three types of data stories:
 Hero Stories are used to show that there is a solution to
an existing problem. e “Hero” is the data and
technology, which can solve the identiﬁed problem. e
ﬁrst key point of this type of story is to show the
audience what is the actual problem. When the reader is
aware of the problem, the eﬀect of the “hero” (a speciﬁc
solution or silver bullet) is then presented. An example
of the problem or societal challenge could be climate
change.
 Learning Stories involves making the audience aware of
an existing problem. However, compared with Hero
Stories, the presented crisis will not get solved by a
“hero” but through participation.
 Horror Stories are used to exaggerate a societal or public
problem for urgency. Authors employ this story type
when they want to discuss very serious problem. In
horror stories, no eﬀect of intervention are presented.
Researchers in this paper [27] are using data stories as:
 Instructional Tool – this story type is aimed at creating
stories as instructions to prevent bad decision/actions in
the future. Information hidden in the data can show
what mistakes were made in the past and by making
stories authors show wider audience that there was a
problem in the past and this is how you should avoid it.
is could be in the choice of a speciﬁc policy choice in a
particular context.
 Intervention – is story type aims to show the scale of a
particular problem in the society, for instance a public
health issue or disaster as a tool to convince vulnerable
communities. Such stories encourage citizens to realise
how big the problem is and that there is no ready
solution to it. is paern can be place between Learning
and Horror Stories.
In [31], the authors discuss three general types of data stories:
 Martini Glass Structure – this story type starts from
narrow author’s narrative and later expands to allow
reader to freely explore the data. Storyteller can only
suggest which path is the best one.
 Interactive Slideshow - divide story in slides with
author’s narrative. Reader can move to another part
(slide) of the story when he decides. is type is
optimum for big sets of data or complex stories in order
to avoid user geing lost.
 In Drill Down Story author declares possible interactions
between user and the data. User, as in interactive
slideshow, decides the pace of storytelling. Storyteller
only present the main theme of the story and later reader
takes over the control.
Also in [2], three ways of telling stories via created visual
artefacts were presented:
 Author Driven – this type assumes no interaction with
the audience. It consists of determined in advance order
of narration and no “heavy message” is delivered.

 Split/Merge – add\remove property
 Slice/Unslice – change range of MO
To query object-oriented OLAP cube modified SQL-like language
is introduced – Cube Query Language (CQL). CQL has many
similarities but one of the most important differences is FROM
clause – in CQL consist of dimensions covering current context of
a query instead of additional relation information in normal SQL
query. CubeStar does not store subsets of data (limited only by
dimensions) but queries’ answers. That Java implemented
conceptual OLAP server results in much better performance than
traditional OLAP server approach.
For database systems deployed before development of OLAP
analysis it might be diﬃcult to apply OLAP multidimensional
model in relational database. Researchers in [29] propose an
“SQLm” – Multidimensional SQL language, which provides
compatibility with legacy databases. is high-level, user-oriented
concept performs automatic aggregations and supports irregular
dimension hierarchies. ere three main deﬁnitions required to
understand proposed model: summarizability (combined results of
higher-level); aggregations; covering (no hierarchy path skips
level); strict (no dimension values has more than one parent value
from the same level). Generalized projection deﬁnition preventing
unsafe aggregations is correct when inspected aggregation does
not have missing or duplicated facts. at incidents might occur
due to handling of irregular hierarchies.
Demands of analyst from OLAP analysis servers becomes more
and more challenging – shorter query responses on volumes of
data increasing promptly. Researchers in [37] propose ParaCube
framework architecture applicable to many servers, which might
be treated as one source of OLAP data source. ParaCube is based
on parallel calculations on multiple servers (sibling servers) and
grouping chunks of result into ﬁnal query response. Sibling
servers are servers warehousing whole replicated dimension table
and part of fact table (local sibling cube). ose smaller subcubes
are aimed to not have any common parts not to overlap query
results. Such parallelism conﬁrmed by experiment results presents
beer performance than big one machine calculation.

4. USING DATASTORY PATTERNS IN LOSD
ANALYSIS
According to[26], data stories are artefacts for revealing and
communicating insights gained from the analysis of data-sets
obtained from the public domain, crowdsourcing or big data
sources. From the same source and [17], data storytelling is a
structured approach comprising elements including data, visuals
and narratives for communicating insights obtained from data.
Data stories could help to inform, explain, persuade or engage the
target audience.

4.1. Linked Data Story Patterns
In our investigation about patterns in data storytelling, which
could be applicable in exploring and analysing LOSD, a number of
patterns were identified. We describe these patterns below
grouped by their sources in literature.
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 Principal economic status,
 Employment level in each industry.
Other dimensions are identical across Cubes–geographical areas
and gender. If these three datasets were not published as RDF
Cube, relating between them would be difficult and some
information might be missed. Interlinking allow end-user to
access interesting across three datasets.
Example queries are presented below:
 Relation between educational level and industry
employment per each county.
Local authorities might be interested in investigating the
link between education and employment in their own
county to beer understand situation and ﬁnd a way to
improve it (support policy making process). If there is a
need to investigate deeper the problem (start big and
drill down), data can be organized in smaller areas to
beer understand which parts of county should be the
main objective of new campaign.
 Industry employment and principal economic status
Organisations handling social services might be
interested in analysing which areas need most (start
from areas with most needs and go to areas with the
least needs) support to aract companies creating new
job oﬀers and reducing unemployment levels.
 Industry employment categorized by sex
Women rights institutions might prepare juxtaposition
which positions are dominated by men and encourage
women to apply for this position to level up diﬀerences
in employment levels.
There are multiple methods to achieve required output for
example cases. Story patterns can be defined as query templates
on the data portals which users may select to execute. Example
story patterns are presented below as a sequence:
1) GET League Table (get top5 counties)
2) Narrating change over time (evaluate level changes in
time)
3) Start big and drill down (investigate reasons for
discovered issues)
Example pipeline based on sample data is presented below in
Figure
2.
All
county
URIs
are
prefixed
with:
“http://data.cso.ie/census-2011/classification/areas/CTY”. They
have been omitted in the tables for brevity. These county URIs
allows for the integration across the three data cubes.
The application of the first story pattern returns the top 5
countries in terms of gender disparity in the construction sector.
The next story pattern returns the percentage change in the
gender disparity from 2011 to 2012. The third and final pattern
drills down into economic status and educational attainment
across gender to better understand link between education and
availability of jobs.
e implementation of these paern does not require any
technical knowledge. e user simply has to select parameters for
the paerns (e.g. which sector to examine or range of dates to
consider for changes over time).
e paern composition to create pipelines will be
implemented based on rule engines and grammar [36]. Essentially,

Reader Driven – this way of telling data stories enables
interaction with the user. e user is able to relate
emerging paerns in the interface to speciﬁc events.
Audience is allowed to move freely around story and
author can only point the suggested way of interpreting
the data.
 Hybrid experience is a combination of two story paerns
mentioned earlier. e author leads reader more than in
Reader driven approach but reader has still some
freedom to explore data himself.
There are two clear categories of story patterns from the reviewed
literature above. The first set of data story patterns in [14] & [27]
are named to reveal the nature or essence of the story. The
nomenclature of second set of patterns in [31] & [2] are such that
they reveal the nature of interactions afforded by the stories. They
also suggest what the end-users can do with the data story artefact
(visualisation or interactive table). In [26], a typology of data story
telling patterns was described by the authors. The typology
identified two categories of data story patterns including those
characterised by on the nature of the data stories and the other
based on the nature of analysis to be accomplished.

4.2. Categorization of discovered patterns
The patterns defined in 4.1 are somewhat high-level. Authors of
[26] created typology, based on [10] and [11] which are used for
the exploring LOSD. The Table below present some of the
applicable “analytical” story patterns in Linked Data approach and
gives an example or real-life condition applicable to this pattern.
Paerns categorized in Table 1 provide a foundation for
domain-speciﬁc language [21] reducing the need for technical
knowledge to understand and generate insight from LOSD of
interest. Having a paern language for data storytelling will
allow for reusability of paerns as modules to compose more
complex stories based on simpler story paerns deﬁned below.
Complex analysis can be expressed as sequence of simple data
story paerns making it understandable for the larger audience
without specialist knowledge.
Implementation of design paerns is valuable to many
domains creating cross-disciplinary language describing complex
concepts without deep knowledge about domain.
e identiﬁed data story paerns could be extended or
modiﬁed to satisfy targeted data portal needs.
In the next section, we provide an example that demonstrates
compositional aspect of story patterns allowing creating complex
pattern pipelines.

5. CASE STUDY
We describe in this section how some of the data story paerns
described in Table 1 could be applied in exploring and analysing
three related linked open statistical data (or data cubes) published
by the Irish Central Statistics Oﬃce. Information included in data
might be valuable for citizens investigating situation in their
neighborhood or organizations creating new policies. Presented
data consist information about:
 Highest educational level completed,
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users will select storytelling paern on the data platform which
will be transformed or unfolded into a sequence of RDF C ube
operations. Using data-pipeline architecture, output of one step
becomes input for next paern. In summary, the use of these
paerns shields oﬀ the regular non-technical end-user from the
technical details about graph databases, RDF operation or
SPARQL queries. User is required only to have basic data literacy
skills to understand output data [36].
Figure 2 provides a schematic of how data story paern can be
implemented on open data portals.
Figure 2: Proposed framework visualization

6. Discussion
e main motivation for our work on data storytelling paerns
and their implementation on open data portals is to simplify or
mediate access and analysis of datasets published on these portals.
e focus on linked open statistical data is based on the wide
availability of these categories of dataset, their high public value
and their relative high quality when compared with other
datasets. While raw and ﬁne-grained dataset are useful for
developers and producers of data products and services, the
aggregated or summary forms statistical datasets make them
simpler for consumption and more valuable for the non-technical
end-users.
As reported in Section 2, there are some ongoing eﬀorts at
simplifying the consumption of linked open statistical data or data
cubes. For instance in [32], a set of tools including cube browsers
and explorers were presented. Unfortunately, the use of these
tools require some level of technical data and analytical skills and
competences that are rare to ﬁnd in ordinary end-users.
In mapping existing data story paerns, we have identiﬁed at
three diﬀerent typologies of data story paerns in literature. ese
typologies are based on the nature, exploration and type of
analysis to be carried. In our view these typologies are
complementary and can be used as a design framework for data
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We expect current and next generation data portals to support
data storytelling features in the form described in our paper. e
implementation of these data story telling features as plug-in to
portals with the possibility to reuse paerns across data portals
templates.
We believe the use of data story telling paerns in consuming
open (statistical) data will empower citizens, institutions and
other entities to use available high quality statistical data
resources control, verify, investigate, support, understand,
identify problems and issues in local environment.

7. CONCLUSION
We have shown how data stories could serve be used to
simplify analysis and exploration of linked open data. In our
opinion, providing data story paerns for use on open data portals
should increase the adoption and use of open data.
is work does not only contribute concrete ideas for
improving open data use but also contributes to data story telling
literature. We envisage further research in the area of realizing
the implementation of some of the paerns described in this paper
on major data platforms such as CKAN or Dataso. We also see
research emerging in the area of data story paern composition.
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